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Figure 1: Video meeting layout used for spatial audio study. Self-view shows underneath a line of all other participants. When
spatial audio was enabled, the left to right visual position of participants matched the left to right placement on the audio stage.

ABSTRACT
Relative to in-person meetings, conversations in video meetings
have long been reported as stilted. Spatial audio in video meetings
can simulate the waywe hear the world by separating audio streams
based on speakers’ virtual locations. We report on a within-subject
experiment in which 75 employees of a global technology company
completed two group survival tasks with spatial audio enabled or
disabled. Spatial audio increased perceptions of interactivity, shared
space, and ease of understanding. Women experienced effects for
social presence while men experienced effects for turn-taking. We
discuss implications for inclusion, task performance, fatigue, and
future research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Video meetings played an important role in preserving productiv-
ity during the COVID-19 pandemic for many people who were
working remotely [18]. However, increased usage of video came
with costs, especially video meeting fatigue [44] stemming from
both overuse and long-standing technical constraints that make
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natural conversation difficult. In the post-pandemic hybrid work
era in which some people work remotely all or some days per week,
improving video meetings continues to be important to support
distributed collaboration. Of these improvements, enabling easier
conversational turn-taking with better audio is fundamental, as in
most cases meetings can continue if video is disrupted but less so
if audio is disrupted [45, 62].

The human auditory system is designed to localize the sources of
individual sound streams and this capability helps people identify
speakers, direct attention, and make decisions regarding when to
speak [15]. However, the use of mono or stereo audio in most video
meeting systems is vastly different from our in-person experience.
Spatial audio consists of variable-volume audio streams spatially
separated based on user-controlled location in a virtual room. This
simulates the way sound is perceived by humans in a natural envi-
ronment. Commercial attention has turned to spatial audio in video
calls (e.g. Apple FaceTime). While there is research into the value
of spatial audio in video games (e.g. [54]), virtual environments (e.g.
[64]), and films (e.g. ([63]), there is sparse modern research to vali-
date what aspects of conversation and feelings of social presence
spatial audio may improve in video meetings. The few studies that
exist (e.g. [2, 27, 46] tend to use simulated meetings to control the
sound, and also tend to investigate comprehension and memory
more than presence and turn-taking.

As such, this paper reports a controlled field experiment of spa-
tial audio in video meetings using a within-subject design. Em-
ployees from a globally-recognized technology corporation were
assigned two group survival tasks - one with spatial audio enabled,
and another with spatial audio disabled. The results indicate that
those who experienced and engaged with spatial audio reported an
increased sense of interactivity, shared space, and ease of under-
standing. Furthermore, some gender-specific effects were observed,
with women noticing greater effects for social presence and men
experiencing benefits in relation to turn-taking. Our study presents
implications related to virtual meeting fatigue, inclusion, and task
performance, highlighting the need for further research.

2 PRIORWORK
Taking turns is fundamental to conversation, and the main prop-
erties of the turn-taking system are that turn size and order vary,
one person speaks at a time, speaker transitions have no or slight
gaps, speaker overlaps are common but brief, and the system works
without visual contact [48]. Turn-taking cues include the verbal,
prosodic, breathing, gaze, gestural, and body posture [31]. Verbal
cues provide the strongest basis for predicting turn-transition, com-
plemented by prosodic voice cues (intonation, loudness, and rate)
that help deal with ambiguities [56]. While smooth conversation
is understood to be ‘no-gap-no-overlap’ between speaker turns,
gaps and pauses can provide important time for thinking during
cognitively effortful conversations, and, on the other hand both
competitive and collaborative overlaps have important uses in con-
versations [50]. Competitive overlaps are disruptive attempts to
take over the conversational floor while cooperative overlaps tend
to be encouraging of the current speaker.

Selective listening is also part of the human auditory system,
and while its actual role in turn-taking is not well understood, the

ability to selectively attend and identify speakers is likely to play
an important role. First coined by Cherry [9], the “cocktail party
problem” was defined as being able to understand “what one person
is saying when others are speaking at the same time". Cherry [9]
found that listeners who are played different sound streams into
each ear can choose which to listen to and cannot describe what
was played in the unattended ear. Moray [35] found that though
the power of selective attention to reject the content of a sound
stream is very strong, a few things may ‘break through’, such as
hearing your own name. This became known as the “cocktail party
effect”. As Blauert [7] notes, this isn’t just about physics - choice
is important too: to a certain extent we can choose to listen to a
chorale’s sound mass or choose to listen to individual voices.

Given the above, disruptions to the mechanics of turn-taking
lead to stilted conversations [53]. Even small delays can distort cues
needed to create shared meaning and mutual understanding [47].
Poor quality audio is rated worse than video issues [62] and people
are more likely to attempt to repair audio than video perturbations
in video meetings [45]. Poor audio quality is often cited as the
main culprit for turn-taking problems in video meetings. In two
seminal studies comparing turn-taking in video-mediated, audio-
only, and in-person meeting scenarios [51, 52], video-mediated
conversations were found to be more formal and created the feeling
of being ‘distanced’ from others. The liveliest conversations were
in-person with naturally spatial sound, featuring more competitive
and cooperative overlaps and fewer formal handovers than those
with full duplex and imperceptible lag.

The Hydra system used in the Sellen [51, 52] studies used small
separate AV devices for three remote participants, placed on a desk
in front of a fourth participant, to represent a 4-way round-table
meeting and create a natural spatial sound effect. Hydra conversa-
tions did not show significantly different turn-taking features than
the other conditions, but observations showed participants having
side and parallel conversations, and participants reported enjoying
selective listening and gaze. More akin to current video meeting
systems, Inkpen et al. [25] set up a three-way system with remote
participants on the left and right with their sound streamed from
left and right speakers respectively. This system also did not show
significant differences from mono condition [25]. Visual spatial
separation had a greater effect. This may be due to the use of open
speakers, which may have weakened the spatial audio effect in com-
parison to headphones. It may also have been due to participants
being acquainted and thus able to identify one anothers’ voices,
further weakening the value of spatial audio. However, some partic-
ipants reported that separation helped identify the source and that
there was no delay when people were talking simultaneously. The
SharedSpace [65] web-based spatial audio video meeting system
is reported as receiving “positive” ratings compared to standard
monaural systems, but an empirical report is not provided.

Spatial audio has received somewhat more attention in virtual
environments, as it is one of several factors that researchers ex-
plore in order to enable virtual social presence. Social presence
in a technology-mediated context is a psychological state defined
as “the degree to which a user feels access to the intelligence, in-
tentions, and sensory impressions of another” [4, 29]. The greater
the feeling of presence, the greater the chance human behaviors
in a virtual environment will resemble those observed in the real
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world [26]. Most social presence studies on immersive technologies
have focused on manipulating modality and type of visual stimuli
[42], but a meta-analysis shows that sound quality provides a small
to medium-sized effect on presence [11]. Dicke et al. [14] show
that in an audio-only system, spatial sound is the best audio-based
method for creating a strong sense of social presence. Research
on immersive gaming and social environments shows that spatial
audio improves spatial presence and social richness [22, 26, 55]

Research on the effects of spatial audio on task performance
is very limited. Collaboration research has shown the spatializa-
tion of a remote participant’s voice based on the location of that
person’s rendered image improved the local participant’s sense of
engagement in a collaborative experience [67]. Another related
study shows that meeting success is correlated with the overall
sound of meetings: subjectively effective meetings are short and
matter of fact, whereas objectively productive meetings are longer
and have a lively speech melody [40]. Much of the existing relevant
audio research has centered on auditory signals to aid navigation or
help locate objects in an environment [10, 66]. Studies have shown
that spatial sound in a 3-D or augmented environment can improve
the ability to detect visual targets [34, 67]

As noted above, direct research on the effect of spatial audio in
video meetings is quite sparse. Early studies of simulated audio-
conferencing scenarios show a benefit of spatial audio for compre-
hension and memory [2, 27]. Rosset et al. [46] set up a simulated hy-
brid meeting study, with remote participants watching pre-recorded
discussions of co-located actors and found that participants’ com-
prehension was improved with binaural audio, particularly when
speakers’ mouths were obstructed with a facemask.

The broad picture suggests an accord with the sociological, lin-
guistic, and psychoacoustic findings that the spatiality of sound is
important to in-person human conversation. If monaural or simple
mixed stereo systems strip away spatial sound cues, then restoring
them via spatial audio should, in turn, make mediated encounters
more naturalistic and potentially improve meeting outcomes. Thus,
our research was designed to explore whether spatial audio com-
pared to mono audio in video meetings improves turn-taking, social
presence, and group task performance.

3 METHODOLOGY
This study was a controlled within-subjects experiment. Partici-
pants met remotely in assigned groups to complete two survival
tasks in video meetings under conditions of mono audio and spatial
audio. Participants completed post-task questionnaires after each
meeting. Ethics approval was granted for the study. While ecolog-
ical validity would have been improved with real teams having
real meetings, we are not aware of any baseline studies of spatial
audio in meetings that do not use simulated data. Further, gath-
ering enough data from real teams to establish validity would be
extremely difficult. Thus we felt that the generation of data using
naturalistic conversation within known parameters was the most
important baseline to be established.

3.1 Procedure
The key factor of interest was spatial audio: participants engaged
in two 30-minute group video meetings completing a survival task

(see Section 3.4.1) with spatial audio either on (spatial audio) or
off (mono, i.e., the standard video meeting experience). The ex-
perimental design was within-subjects, meaning all participants
experienced both audio conditions and performed both tasks. This
was done to minimize variance related to differences in network,
device configuration, and audio latency. To minimize task ordering
and learning effects, groups were counterbalanced in the order of
audio condition and task they experienced. Since group members
did not know each other, the first task included a warm-up exercise
to stimulate conversation and help participants become comfortable
with one another.

Participants were given 15 minutes to independently complete a
questionnaire after each meeting. The sessions were not moderated,
and calendar invitations were used to help participants stay on
schedule. Meeting links were added to calendar invitations the
morning before the study began, which determined whether spatial
audio was turned on or off during the meeting; nothing in the user
interface indicated this to participants. Study instructions were
emailed to participants days in advance, detailing how to log on
to the meeting experience. Survival task instructions were sent
15-minutes before each meeting and survey links were added to
the calendar invitations during the meetings.

3.2 Participants
An initial recruitment pool of 213 informationworkers in the United
States working for a large global technology company were ran-
domly assigned to 40 groups of 4-6 people to complete the two
survival tasks. After participant attrition due to failure to complete
the survey, data loss, and meetings with significant technical chal-
lenges (e.g., loss of video and audio perturbations), the final data for
analysis included 75 participants, representing 15 meeting groups
and 30 meetings. For the final analysis sample, demographic data
sourced from consent forms showed that participants included 25
women and 49 men representing ages ranging from early twenties
to seventies and both managers and individual contributors. Par-
ticipants came from a variety of functions, including engineering,
sales, and product management. Participants were all familiar with
video meeting tools and computer literate.

3.3 Spatial Audio Application
An experimental web-based video meeting application was devel-
oped to test spatial audio in this study (see Figure 1). No participants
had experienced this experimental system, although it was simi-
lar to most standard video meeting applications. Its spatial audio
feature relied on a combination of Web Audio API built into web
browsers and Resonance Audio SDK with Opus high bitrate (300k)
audio processing. The typical spatial layout was constructed with
users’ emitters placed along an angular separation extending 60-
degree horizontally, 45 degrees vertically on a sphere (with radius
of 1.5 meters). The listener was placed in the centre of the sphere
and each audio emitter was 1.5 meters (radius) from the listener
so that each emitter had the same volume. The listener’s position
within the room was slightly off-centre to aid in the stereo imaging
of centred sources. This logic was run on each user’s web client.

The application spatialized audio by putting users’ audio in a
virtual room which simulated the acoustics of a physical room.
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Users’ locations on the screen translated to where they were placed
in the virtual room. An ego-centric layout was created for this study
to optimize spatialization in a 2-D video meeting environment. Four
or five participants were placed in a row at the top of the screen and
the self was centred in the bottom row (See Figure 1) This layout
was more reflective of sitting around a table and another reason for
the meeting group size used in the study.

To maximize the spatial audio effect and to provide some con-
sistency, all participants were required to use wired headphones
(those who did not have wired headphones were sent a pair to use).
However, in the interests of ecological validity ([38] but cf. [24]), by
design this was a self-managed pseudo field-study with participants
distributed unevenly, using a range of computing devices, and using
variable network connections. Without wanting to over-claim or
over-generalize, we believe that the results are more valuable given
that spatial audio made significant difference even under non-ideal
conditions.

3.4 Tasks
3.4.1 Survival Problems. Study participants collaborated on a clas-
sic survival problem in each condition, involving a hypothetical
survival scenario either on the moon or in the desert [21, 68]. Sur-
vival problems were developed for social psychology research into
group effectiveness, with the view to systematically improve the
efficacy of team development exercises [29]. Hall and Watson [19]
devised the NASA Moon Survival task in the 1960s to explore ways
to reduce the confusion, frustration, and time-loss frequently asso-
ciated with team group activities. Survival problems are commonly
used in research on social presence and turn-taking because they
induce features of normal conversation by creating natural turn
exchanges [8]. A typical survival task provides the narrative of a
scenario that sets context and essential clues, and then a list of
items from which participants must choose a subset of the most im-
portant to group survival in the context. Usually the answers have
been ranked by experts from most to least important (as in NASA
Survival! curriculum [37]). To fit the within-subjects experimental
design for this study, two similar scenarios with different contexts
were chosen, in this case desert survival and moon survival [21, 68].

Groups were asked to work together to select the top three
items from a list of ten in terms of their importance in allowing
the group to survive and be rescued. The list did not include the
top three items according to expert ratings, which were instead
given to each group in the scenario descriptions to reduce any
potential advantage of prior task experience. This design decision
and another to remove overlaps from the lists were made to further
ensure that the tasks would require critical thinking. Participants
recorded their group’s selections in the post-task questionnaire.
Group answers were scored based on the expert ratings (top-rated
item received ten points, the next nine etc.). The total score was
calculated by summing the points attributed to each of the top three
items.

3.4.2 Post-Task Questionnaires. Participants independently com-
pleted a questionnaire after each task, in which they indicated their
group’s survival task selections, used to evaluate task performance
(H3), and completed measures of perceptions of turn-taking (H1)
and social presence (H2). These were measured using statements

rated by participants on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 =
strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. Turn-taking was measured
using items taken from Sellen [51] which address conversation
quality and ease of turn-taking. Statements rated by participants
included: “This was a natural conversation” and “The conversation
seemed highly interactive” (see Table 1 for details). Social presence
was measured using the Networked Minds Social Presence scale
and the Temple Presence Inventory [5, 20, 33]. Statements included:
“I felt as if I were sharing the same space as the group” and “I paid
close attention to others when they were speaking” (see Table 2 for
details).

3.5 Variables and Analysis
In addition to spatial audio as an independent variable, gender
was used as a moderator given its importance in turn-taking and
inclusion in the workplace. The gender inequalities in face-to-face
meetings pre-pandemic seem to have been exacerbated in virtual
meetings; a study conducted during the pandemic found women
have more difficulty than men speaking up in virtual meetings [59].
The overall human turn-taking system is strongly universal, but it
can be culture- and context- specific [31]. In this study, culture and
setting were not independent variables because culture did not vary
significantly within the study population and the meeting context
was constant.

The Likert scale questionnaire datawere analyzed usingWilcoxon
signed-ranked tests comparing the two audio conditions. Survival
task score data were continuous and analyzed using paired t-tests,
comparing the spatial and mono audio conditions. Due to logistical
constraints, the only qualitative data collected was in an open re-
sponse question at the end of the surveys, and the (fairly limited
number of) responses were simply categorised for positive/negative
valence. Some of these are quoted below, but, due to the limited
data, they do not form a major part of the findings.

4 FINDINGS
4.1 Turn-taking
A descriptive analysis showed the means of all turn-taking variables
were consistently higher in the spatial audio condition than the
mono audio condition except for S6 regarding perception of few
uncomfortable pauses (See Table 1) The higher means served as
a preliminary indication that spatial audio improved turn-taking
overall. Using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test, sur-
vey statement S5, “The conversation seemed highly interactive”,
was statistically significant at the 5% level (z=-2.281, p=0.023). Sur-
vey statement S1, “I found it easy to participate in the conversation”,
was significant at the 10% level (z =-1.782, p=0.075) (See Table 1)

Comparing the survey responses of women to those of men,
women (n=25) experienced a larger improvement with spatial audio
than men (n=49) in their ability to selectively attend to one person
at a time at the 10% level using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and
gender as a moderator (survey statement S7, change in mean of 0.40
vs 0.22; z=-1.76, p=0.084). Compared to women, men experienced a
larger improvement with spatial audio in their perceived ease of
participation (S1, 0.30 vs. 0.04; z=-2.033, p=0.042), and perception
of high interactivity (S5, 0.33 vs 0.28; z=2.021, p=0.043).
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Table 1: Differences between audio conditions for turn-taking (n=75, ** indicates statistically significant at the 1% level, * at the
5% level, + at the 10% level)

Survey Statement Mono: Mean (SD) Spatial: Mean (SD) Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test
S1: I found it easy to participate in the conversation. 6.31 (1.11) 6.53 (0.78) z = -1.782 p = 0.075 +
S2: I was able to take control of the conversation when I wanted to. 6.20 (1.12) 6.29 (0.88) z = -0.311 p = 0.756
S3: There were few inappropriate interruptions. 4.75 (2.38) 4.90 (2.31) z = -0.659 p = 0.510
S4: This was a natural conversation. 6.15 (1.02) 6.33 (0.95) z = 0.009 p = 0.992
S5: The conversation seemed highly interactive. 6.24 (1.08) 6.55 (0.68) z = -2.281 p = 0.023 *
S6: There were few uncomfortable pauses. 4.24 (2.48) 3.92 (2.51) z = 0.869 p = 0.385
S7: I could selectively attend to one person at a time. 5.56 (1.60) 5.84 (1.43) z = -1.453 p = 0.146
S8: It was easy to keep track of the conversation. 6.19 (1.11) 6.35 (0.94) z = -1.103 p = 0.270

4.2 Social Presence
As above, data for H2 were analyzed using the non-parametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Descriptive statistics revealed higher
means in the spatial audio condition than the mono audio condition
for all social presence items except for S16 regarding others’ per-
ceptions of feelings. The differences between the mono and spatial
audio conditions for S9, “I felt as if I were sharing the same space
as the group”, and S13, “It was easy to understand the thoughts of
others in the group”, were statistically significant (z=-2.687, p=0.007,
and z=-2.405, p=0.016 respectively) (See Table 2).

Comparing the survey responses of women to those of men,
women experienced a larger improvement with spatial audio in
their perceived ability to be understood by others, significant at the
10% level (S14, 0.32 vs. -0.02; z = 1.753, p = 0.080), and to reciprocate
when others spoke at the 5% level (S19, 0.36 vs. 0.06; z = -2.162, p =
0.031). While the change in mean in perceived ability to understand
the thoughts of others was greater for women compared to men, the
positive change men experienced in spatial audio was significant
at the 10% level (S13, 0.36 vs. 0.24; z = -1.939, p = 0.053).

4.3 Task Performance
Total scores and number of correct answers chosen in the survival
problems were overall higher in the spatial audio compared to the
mono audio condition, except for total scores in the moon problem
(See Table 3). However, these differences were not statistically sig-
nificant using the paired samples t-test. For transparency, Table 3
shows paired t-test comparisons separately for the desert and moon
tasks. However, given that task scores are calculated at the group
level, these analyses are underpowered and should be interpreted
with caution. In the moon scenario, total score was lower with
spatial audio compared to mono audio, prompting further analysis.
Total scores for the moon task were on average higher than those
of the desert task. The difference in scores was statistically signif-
icant when comparing desert and moon (t=-4.440, p<0.001). This
indicated that the desert task was harder than the moon task. It is
therefore possible that spatial audio benefits particularly challeng-
ing tasks that require more dynamic conversations (i.e., the desert
task), and has no effect or a potentially distracting effect in easy
tasks (i.e., the moon task).

To test this, the Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical tests performed
for H1 and H2 were repeated using survival scenario as a moderator.
For the harder desert task, participants experienced statistically

significant improvements with spatial audio for perceptions of high
interactivity (survey statement S5, z=-2.096, p=0.036), ability to
selectively attend to one person at a time (S7, z=-2.037, p=0.042),
and ability to understand the thoughts of others (S13, z=-2.017,
p=0.044). For the easier moon task, the only statistically significant
improvement with spatial audio was for participants’ perception of
fewer uncomfortable pauses (S6, z=1.994, p=0.046).

4.4 Summary of Results
Spatial audio appears to improve the perception of turn-taking
in video meetings compared to similar meetings with mono au-
dio. Specifically, spatial audio induced a statistically significant
improvement in participants’ perceptions of the conversations as
highly interactive, compared to the mono audio condition. This is
important given the common complaint that video meetings are
less interactive than in-person meetings. Our results also show that
spatial audio appears to increase participants’ feelings of social pres-
ence in video meetings compared to similar meetings with mono
audio. Spatial audio induced a statistically significant increase in
participants’ feeling of sharing the same space and their perceived
ability to understand the thoughts of others.

Exploratory analyses also suggested interesting gender differ-
ences. In the spatial audio condition, women experienced significant
improvements in measures of social presence, particularly in their
perceived ability to reciprocate when others spoke, while men ex-
perienced significant improvements in turn-taking, specifically in
their perceived ease of participation and perception of high in-
teractivity. Notably, there were marginally statistically significant
improvements with spatial audio in men’s perceived ability to un-
derstand the thoughts of others and women’s perceived ability to
be understood by others. These results suggest that spatial audio
might play a role in making video meetings more inclusive for
women because while men experience a boost in ease of partici-
pation, women feel more present in conversations and potentially
understood. These findings need to be explored more deeply, es-
pecially considering the potential of video meetings to reinforce
gender bias [13].

On average, groups performed better on the tasks in the spatial
audio condition. However, these results were not statistically sig-
nificant. In an exploratory analysis, when focusing on the results
of the harder desert tasks, statistically significant improvements
were found in the spatial audio condition compared to the mono
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Table 2: Differences between audio conditions for social presence (n=75, ** indicates statistically significant at the 1% level, * at
the 5% level, + at the 10% level)

Survey Statement Mono: Mean (SD) Spatial: Mean (SD) Wilcoxon Signed-rank Test
S9: I felt as if I were sharing the same space as the group. 5.60 (1.48) 6.01 (1.33) z = -2.687 p = 0.007 **
S10: My presence was obvious to others in the meeting. 6.25 (1.04) 6.35 (1.08) z = -0.869 p = 0.385
S11: I paid close attention to others when they were speaking. 6.25 (1.12) 6.45 (0.93) z = -1.538 p = 0.124
S12: I felt as though people were paying close attention to me when I was speaking. 6.31 (0.99) 6.39 (1.03) z = -0.819 p = 0.413
S13: It was easy to understand the thoughts of others in the group. 6.23 (1.06) 6.51 (0.67) z = -2.405 p = 0.016 *
S14: Other group members understood my thoughts. 6.33 (0.92) 6.43 (0.76) z = -0.675 p = 0.500
S15: I could tell how other group members were feeling. 5.61 (1.37) 5.84 (1.23) z = -1.114 p = 0.265
S16: Other group members could tell how I was feeling. 5.53 (1.53) 5.51 (1.47) z = -0.741 p = 0.459
S17: My feelings influenced the mood of the group interaction. 5.61 (1.41) 5.73 (1.24) z = 0.693 p = 0.488
S18: The feelings of other group members influenced the mood of the group interaction. 5.45 (1.54) 5.62 (1.46) z = -0.747 p = 0.455
S19: I reciprocated when other group members spoke. 6.13 (1.23) 6.29 (0.87) z = -0.779 p = 0.436
S20: Other group members reciprocated when I spoke. 6.21 (1.07) 6.31 (0.93) z = -0.656 p = 0.512

Table 3: Differences between Mono Audio and Spatial Audio Conditions. (N refers to number of scores at the group level, **
indicates statistically significant at the 1% level, * at the 5% level, + at the 10% level)

Survival Problem Mono: Mean (SD), N Spatial: Mean (SD), N Paired Samples T-test
Both tasks combined
Total Score 20.87 (5.48), 15 21.47 (3.89), 15 t = -0.2902
Number of Correct Ratings 0.33 (0.49), 15 0.47 (0.74), 15 p = 0.776

Desert
Total Score 17.38 (5.13), 8, 19.14 (3.98), 7 t = -2.838
Number of Correct Ratings 0.38 (0.52), 8 0.43 (0.79), 7 p = 0.025 *

Moon
Total Score 24.86 (2.12), 7 23.50 (2.56), 8 t = 3.477
Number of Correct Ratings 0.29 (0.49), 7 0.50 (0.76), 8 p = 0.013 *

audio condition for perceptions of high interactivity, ability to se-
lectively attend to one person at a time, and ability to understand
the thoughts of others. These results are noteworthy because they
indicate differences in the impact of spatial audio on meeting out-
comes depending on the difficulty or requirements of the task (e.g.,
whether it requires critical thinking, socializing, or brainstorm-
ing). However, given their exploratory nature, future research is
necessary to confirm these findings.

There was positive feedback in open-ended survey responses on
the spatial audio condition. This included similarity to in-person
sound, such as “it was more natural”, “it felt real”, as well as what
in-person sound affords, e.g. “it was easier for my brain to figure
out who was saying something”, “we could talk at the same time and
still understand each other.” One woman participant summarized
the overall effect as both comfortable and inclusive: “It felt like a
natural conversation. It flowed very well. People did not talk over one
another, which was nice. It was the closest I’ve felt to being in the
same room as others in a virtual meeting. I walked away happy and
felt like I was able to retain information from the meeting. I felt like I
had been heard."

Some feedback in the open-ended responses included suggested
improvements to the sound design, e.g. “improvements to positional
alignments [are] needed,” and “the sound was too high quality.” How-
ever, there was also some negative feedback. Less than half of study
participants preferred the spatial audio condition, and almost an
equal amount preferred the mono audio condition. The latter group

felt that spatial audio was more a gimmick than a necessary fea-
ture, e.g. “[it] was cool, but probably not something I would enable,”.
In addition, many participants were not comfortable with using
headphones. This represents a serious obstacle for spatial audio
technologies, many of which work best when spatial sound is iso-
lated from ambient noise.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Theoretical Implications
This study, though modest in scope and findings, provides some of
the first modern direct evidence that spatial audio has a positive
effect on people’s perceptions of their ability to engage in video
meetings. It supports the broader argument that spatial audio could
help bridge the gap between in-person and video meeting conver-
sational dynamics. The value of bridging that gap is the restoration
of less effortful turn-taking and a greater sense of social presence.

Current theoretical explanations of videoconferencing fatigue
(aka Zoom Fatigue) propose that non-verbal factors introduce two
poles of unnaturalness: lack of information (body language, eye
contact) and too much information (constant self-view, artificial
grouping of faces), intensified by repeated exposure without va-
riety [44]. Bailenson [1] does not include mono or mixed stereo
audio as one of the input factors to video meeting fatigue. Nadler
[36] attributes video meeting fatigue to spatial dynamics that flat-
ten people into a “third skin” comprising person, background, and
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technology, and this effect alters how we interact in virtual con-
texts. Although this study did not ask about fatigue, the results
indicate that spatial audio reduces some of the effort of mediated
turn-taking, and thus these findings spotlight audio as underem-
phasized in the theoretical conversation thus far [43, 57]. Spatial
audio improvements to mediated turn-taking might help reduce
video meeting fatigue.

This study also contributes to research on predictors of effective
telepresence and mediated social presence. Effective telepresence
relies on an experience that focuses the sense of presence “in the
mediated environment, rather than in the immediate physical en-
vironment” [60]. Oh, et al. [42] note “this dimension of presence
relates strongly to how vividly the user experiences the environ-
mental and spatial properties of the mediated environment”. Clearly,
then, non-spatialized audio should be – should have always been
– explored more deeply as a base-level feature in the effectiveness
of video meetings. Similarly, if social presence is “the degree to
which a user feels access to the intelligence, intentions, and sensory
impressions of another” [4], then the reduced ability to selectively
attend to others, participate, and understandmediated conversation,
should be – again, should have always been – predictors of reduced
social presence. Our point, then, is that auditory stimuli should be
regarded as a necessary rather than simply valuable component of
systems intended to induce social presence [12, 41]

Finally, this study examines the impact of spatial audio on be-
haviors and task performance in workplace video meetings. While
the results are not statistically significant due to limitations in
cohort size (see below), they do point to the potential for improve-
ments in task performance overall, and more-so in harder tasks [46].
Clearly, any task that relies on conversation is fundamentally at the
mercy of technological disruption in video meetings, but evidence
is limited on how direct the relationship is between conversational
dynamism and task effectiveness. One clue comes from Neibuhr et
al. [40] who report that meeting productivity correlates with the
overall sound of talk in individual meetings. Prosody, the patterns
of voice stress and intonation are both the most diverse and most
powerful predictors. Meetings characterized by affectively calmer,
simpler, and shorter prosody are perceived to be more effective, but
meetings characterized by lively, interactive, stimulating prosody
generate a higher output of feasible or good ideas. Spatial audio,
affording easier participation, greater sense of interactivity, and
better understanding of the thoughts of others, should contribute
markedly to lively prosody, and hence better task outcomes.

5.2 Implications for Future Research
This study only scratches the surface of understanding the impacts
of spatial audio on collaboration in video meetings. We find evi-
dence for isolated aspects of theoretical spatial audio benefits to
feelings of social presence, turn-taking, and task performance, but
clearly more detailed research is needed on the full spectrum of
these issues.

The statistically significant social presence results represented
only two dimensions of social presence: co-presence and perceived
message understanding. No statistically significant results were
found for other dimensions, including attention allocation and
behavioral interdependence. The lowest scoring social presence

questions were related to perceived affective understanding and
emotional interdependence. More research is needed to explore
these other dimensions, as well as further theoretical benefits such
as greater ability to identify and attend to one person over another,
reduced cognitive load and fatigue, and enhanced awareness of
virtual space and the activities of people in it, and increased meeting
focus and critical engagement.

We would hope that greater workplace inclusion is an expected
consequence of increased participation and social presence in meet-
ings. Spatial audio could make meetings more inclusive not only for
women struggling with participation, but also neurodiverse com-
munities and blind and low-vision people [61]. Studies of this kind
would benefit from triangulation of task outcomes with objective
turn-taking measures to test the hypothesis that spatial audio leads
to more seamless conversations. Such measures would include bet-
ter understanding of cooperative and competitive overlaps based
on quantifiable time-based measures for overlaps, gaps, and pauses,
as well as links to outcome measures. For example, in one study
of scientific teams, a high number of turns in 10 minutes involved
multiple members sharing ideas and no dominant turn-takers. This
was positively correlated with total award dollars submitted and
received [32]. It will also be crucial for research to understand how
pre-existing group dynamics may affect outcomes and interact with
objective measures [30].

For end-user value, the results of such studies could be dis-
played on post-meeting dashboards of insights to improve atten-
dees’ awareness of meeting dynamics and entitativity (the feeling
of groupness) [6], with implications for meeting effectiveness and
inclusivity. There is a research history of both real-time meeting
feedback research (e.g. [28] and post-meeting dashboards [17, 49].

Spatial audio does require substantial investment to fit the many
differing conditions of users. However, investments in spatial audio
are likely to be faster and cheaper that investments in video, with
a large ratio of cost to value, offer people a more immersive video
meeting experience, and require the fewest changes to traditional
meeting hardware and social/organizational behavior. This is be-
cause while video is the unique affordance that differentiates video
meetings from other communication systems, for the most part,
video of people is less relevant than audio from them. Standaert
et al. [58] report that the ability to hear voice and share screens,
but not video of participants, is identified as critical to all busi-
ness meeting objectives. The current push for immersive reality
environments (‘metaverse/s’), while very likely to enable more nat-
uralistic engagements in the medium long-term bet, nevertheless
will be computationally and capitally intensive, as well as requiring
wholesale changes in social and organizational behavior.

We noted above that, as the best spatial audio experience re-
quires headphones, and usually wired headphones, as the standard
Bluetooth protocol adopted for connection does not feature spatial
audio, this could be a serious blocker to take-up. It is imperative that
wireless audio device connections follow Apple’s lead to support
spatial audio in video calls (AirPods currently enable spatial audio
in FaceTime), although for the greatest good, a common and open
or cheaply licensed standard is preferable to Apple’s walled garden
approach.

Enabling the transmission and reception of spatial audio is, of
course, only the beginning of the process. On the technical level,
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there is much to be done designing the sound field and position of
audio relative to the position of people and doing so in a way that
works coherently and consistently on dynamic visual stages and
scalable from small to very large meetings. Specifically, we need
more research on the sound and position alignments of different
layouts, proxemics in video meetings, and the need for personalized
HRTFs [3, 16, 39].

While left/right and near/far are reasonably easy to simulate in
many video meeting contexts, up and down are significantly harder
given that the height of screens is usually less than the width, and
as participant numbers increase vertical stacking of participants
is necessary. Precise location of sound to visual representation of
people will become very hard from the double-digit number of
attendees upwards, and compromises will need to be made. These
could involve deciding on logical aggregations of people and ar-
ranging their sound to come from similar places, prioritizing spatial
audio by permanent or situational meeting role, or possibly even
decoupling audio from visual placement in some circumstances.
Regarding the latter, the assumption is that audio and video rep-
resentations should be consistent, as they are in person, but, as
Hollan and Stornetta [23] argue, we do not need to limit ourselves
to recreating ‘being there’. Spatial audio needs to achieve the value
of naturalistic cues – sound separation and localization – but not
necessarily the method. We should not assume that a high level of
faithfulness to in-person conversation is necessary without testing
other methods. In this regard, future attention should also be paid
to designing the broader audio soundscape in which spatial audio
of people’s voices is to be represented. Some soundscapes may have
effects that interact with perceptions of positionality.

Beyond the technical, further research is needed to determine in
which collaboration scenarios spatial audio works best to improve
outcomes, and help users make decisions on when and how to
utilize spatial audio features to maximize impact. Video meetings
are highly heterogeneous, and one size does not fit all. Indeed, if
the users who reported negative perceptions of spatial audio are
considered, time and/or training may be needed to accommodate
people getting used to spatial audio, and there may need to be ways
in which spatial audio is not used. If we redesign visual stages
on the assumption that spatial audio will be available – especially
when it may be relied upon for disambiguation – then we may set
back those who choose not to use it.

6 LIMITATIONS
Participants were limited to US knowledge workers in a global
technology company. As such, these results may apply to West-
ern knowledge workers in organizations that regularly use video
meetings, but may differ for other sectors, countries, and countries.
Similarly, although survival problems are known for their ability
to induce features of normal conversation, the tasks in the study
only approximated real-world workplace conversations. All partici-
pants were strangers, which accounts for only a subset of meeting
contexts; results may differ for participants who are acquainted.
Large sample attrition limited the study’s statistical power, particu-
larly for the measure of task performance which is scored at the
group level and is therefore limited by the number of groups in the
analysis.

Given the maturity of the technology and compliance issues,
the experimental video meeting application did not perfectly rep-
resent real-world spatial audio and some participants complained
about spatial position confusion. Due to technical limitations, par-
ticipants’ positions were not fixed, meaning everyone did not see
the same person in the same box. All participants were required to
wear wired headphones to keep their experience comparable and
maximize the spatial audio effect. In addition, while the layout was
a better representation of an in-person meeting, the lack of fixed
positions likely contributed to inconsistent experiences and audio
and location dissonance. The combination of technology limitations
could explain why differences between the conditions were not
more pronounced.

7 CONCLUSION
This study provides evidence that spatial audio can increase social
presence and improve turn-taking and could impact performance
on tasks that require critical thinking. It also provides indications,
which require more research, that spatial audio can help make
meetings more inclusive for women and positively change conver-
sational dynamics related to gender. The study upholds and further
validates social presence and turn-taking theories.

There is much more research to be done to understand who
wants and needs spatial audio, in which scenarios, and at what
level of social presence. The study suggests it is not a one-size-fits-
all solution for more collaborative and immersive virtual meeting
experiences. The full potential of spatial audio will not be realized
without further research and engineering to improve the technol-
ogy and optimize layouts for spatialization. Metrics to objectively
evaluate the impact of spatial audio on speech patterns are also
needed to improve our understanding of the conversational dynam-
ics that drive inclusive meetings.

If spatial audio is implemented in video meeting tools in a mea-
sured and research-backedway, it can provide an untapped resource
for transforming our remote and hybrid meeting experiences.While
there is no doubt there is much technical and design work still to
be done, based on these results we strongly believe that spatial
audio in video meetings could help with the adoption of more im-
mersive environments. And rather than further overloading our
visual channel with ever more features, spatial audio could be an
important ingredient for more engaging, less fatiguing interactive
environments in the future.
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